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CamOnQ Video Manager - Platform Solution
Overview
CamOnQ is a fully integrated digital video storage solution that allows users to easily upload,
manage and store any video type from any camera or device. Powerful features make it easy
to manage and store all your footage in one location until it is marked as evidence or deleted
based on the retention and classification you specify.
Since CamOnQ is not tied to a specific camera manufacturer, it provides the freedom to use the
video capture solutions you choose and to not be isolated to a single manufacture or device.
Ultimately, giving you control and flexibility over all your video device and storage needs.

Common Classification of Uses and Benefits
Network Import/Upload: Upload video over a network or physical connection you specify and
store in one easy to access location.
Manage and Classify: Use retention codes and classifications to determine how long media
should be maintained and when it should be removed or marked as evidence.
Temporary Storage and Review: Securely stores all video, from any source, in one easy to
access location where it is maintained based on your evidentiary, classification and retention
status.

Manage & View ALL Your
Evidence in ONE Place.
We offer a seamless/integrated way
to store, view and manage all your
digital evidence from body-worn
cameras and more. A single
solution that maintains all your
evidence in one location. Ask us
how!
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Key Features
Import / Secure / Store
1. Device Uploads
a. Upload direct from ANY
device or manufacturer, PC
or docking station
b. Wireless network connected
uploads
c. Import large volumes of
archival, current, and future
media data
d. Automatic or user triggered
uploads
2. Mobile Uploads (MDT/MDC)
a. CamOnQ MDT allows the user to upload videos from the vehicle regardless of
connectivity, data will then be transferred to the centralized storage location when a
connection is available utilizing patented data transfer technology.
b. The utility configuration will allow the user to set urgency and type of delivery network
(WAN, Cellular…) for every file being transferred, to insure timely delivery and integrity.
3. Centrally Located
a. One-click access to media
b. Provides a 100% SWGIT compliant and secure repository
4. Maintain Original Metadata
a. Camera make/model, date/time taken, camera settings, image size, GPS location
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Securely View / Manage / Share Media
1. Find and View
a. Search by name, number, type, date,
photographer, and any metadata field
b. All media can be dynamically viewed
in a detailed thumbnail view
c. View meta data of every image
d. Simple one-click preview access
e. View image in full-screen with zoom in, zoom out and rotation
f. View full chain of custody
2. Manage Media From a Single Screen
a. Edit Metadata
b. Annotate
c. Classify
d. Print
3. Share and Distribute
a. Fully integrated with physical evidence system (EvidenceOnQ)
b. Securely allow remote viewing of selected media or collections related to case
c. Approved personnel can view both physical and digital media evidence from one
platform for a user specified period of time
d. Full chain-of-custody of user activity is tracked
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Classification, Retention & Integration
1. Classify Videos
a. Classification of video can be
used to secure access to
videos based on user roles
b. Create your own classification
and set a custom retention
period
c. Edit Metadata information on
all videos
2. Set Retention
a. Set retention on videos based on
classification
b. Every classification (ie DUI, Use of
Force…) will have an associated user
defined period of time that will set the
expiration day of the video to be deleted
c. Multiple items can be issued with one
transaction
3. Evidence System Integration
a. Videos with evidentiary value
automatically identified and managed by
the DigitalOnQ / EvidenceOnQ solution
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Other Features/Benefits
Seamless Integration for Evidence Management
Capture and store all your video in one place until it meets determined retention period
and/or needs to be marked as evidence. Video that is identified and marked for
evidence will automatically be transferred to the DigitalOnQ and EvidenceOnQ
solutions for long term secure storage, management and shared access. Allowing
evidence personnel investigators, prosecutors and others to view both physical
evidence records and digital media evidence from a single source.

Security and Compliance
CamOnQ provides a 100% SWGIT compliant and secure repository for all images and
video. Image authentication processes are built-in, so original images are always
preserved and are tamper-proof. Enhancement tracking shows any edits, processing
modifications, or movements made to any media type.
Powerful user access controls allow admins to restrict who can view, access and
modify media at any level. For example: Control who has access to features, like
upload, burn, print and classify or limit access to certain classifications like internal
affairs, juvenile, shootings, homicide, etc.

Reduced Cost

50%

Reduced Liabilities

25%

0%

1 Month

3 Month

6 Months

Agencies see significant ROI from reduced costs and staff-hours.**
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1 Year

Contact Information
We understand that choosing the right software solution/vendor for your agency is a
time consuming and challenging task. Our team of professionals, who have law
enforcement and evidence management experience, understands those challenges and
will assist you in that process.
We do not believe it should come with pressure, false promises, or tricky sales tactics.
We strive to be your advocate, support your agency, and educate you in making the
best decision possible.
Your Success Is Our Success …
832 industry Drive, Seattle WA, 98188
T: 800.603.6802 | F: 206.575.3927
sales@FileOnQ.com | www.FileOnQ.com

DESIGN | DEPLOY | DISCOVER | YOUR WAY
We provide a 100% user customizable
PLATFORM for public safety agencies.
FileOnQ’s powerful, off-the-shelf
application ProFiler transforms the way
agencies track, manage and report
their critical business processes and
data. This provides complete flexibility
to comply with exiting and changing
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requirements, while streamlining
access and control of ALL your data
from ONE Platform. Over 200
agencies nationwide utilize FileOnQ’s
platform to manage; Physical and
Digital Evidence, Quartermaster, Fleet,
Training and Certification, Court
Records, and more.
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